
It’s not how fast you mow. 
It’s how well you mow fast.™

Now available in your backyard.

Z335E | Z355E | Z335M | Z345M | Z345R | Z355R | Z375R | Z525E | Z535M | Z540M | Z535R | Z540R

MOWERS

RE SIDENTIAL  ZERO-TURN-RADIUS

ZTrakª



RESIDENTIAL ZERO TURN ZTRAK™ MOWERS

The word is spreading fast across John Deere neighborhoods all over  

North America. It’s not how fast you mow, it’s how well you mow fast.™ 

Words to mow by.   

To help you be a part of it, our 2017 lineup introduces five models  

to our economical and easy-to-use Z300 Series line. Get to know the 

Z335M, Z345M, Z345R, Z355R, and the Z375R.

Here’s another update. The 48-in Accel Deep™ Mower Deck is now  

available on the Z355E. In fact, the Z300 Series lineup now offers  

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck sizes up to 54-in. (137 cm),  just like  

our Z500 Series lineup. Mowing well has never been easier, more  

cost-friendly or fast. 

This is how to mow like you mean it. 
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MOWER DECKS 
All of our mower decks are solid stamped out 

of  steel to meticulous design specifications 

for a superior cut. The kind of cut each and 

every backyard deserves.

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck. 

The deep draw and flat top design deliver 

a superior quality of cut at faster ground 

speeds. Perfect for  our ZTrak lineup. 

The High-Capacity Mower Deck

Stamped from 9-gauge steel, with additional 

deck depth for better airflow, exceptional 

clipping dispersal, and a premium cut.

MulchControl™ Option. Mulch when you 

want with the flip of a lever. Available with 

Accel Deep™ Decks and 54- (137 cm) and 

60-in. (152.4 cm) High-Capacity decks.

Edge Cutting System. Tested and proven. 

Smooth underside prevents grass buildup 

and clumping. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction  
Z500 Series  
Z500 R Series  
Z500 M Series  
Z500 E  Series  
Z300 Series 
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42-in. Accel Deep™ Deck

Looking for big? Don’t miss the 62-in. 

(157 cm) Edge Cutting  System Deck now 

available on the Z535M.  It’s how to  

mow well big. 

Of course, you can count on the full 

lineup for legendary John Deere 

speed, quality and durability—all 

standard. Every page will give you 

something to talk about. You really will 

come to see, “It’s not how fast you mow.  

It’s how well you mow fast.”™

Visit us at JohnDeere.com or JohnDeere.ca.
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Every John Deere Residential ZTrak™ mower is 

engineered for your comfort and overall quality.  

A quality cut being at the top of the list.

Down to the tiniest detail. Designed with you in mind.
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Steer with precision.  With motion 
control levers and  two integrated control levers and  two integrated 
transmissions. transmissions. 

On-the-go tracking adjustment.  On-the-go tracking adjustment.  
Adjust tracking for steering and mowing Adjust tracking for steering and mowing 
straight the easy way with precision straight the easy way with precision 
from the comfort of your seat.from the comfort of your seat.

¼ in. height of cut adjustment. Easily  ¼ in. height of cut adjustment. Easily  
adjust from 1-4 inches (2.5-10.2 cm) in  adjust from 1-4 inches (2.5-10.2 cm) in  
¼-in. (.63 cm) increments for a precision cut.¼-in. (.63 cm) increments for a precision cut.

Tough, dual integrated Tough, dual integrated 
transmissions.  transmissions.  
Smoothly go from zero Smoothly go from zero 
to top speed quickly  to top speed quickly  
and stop on a dime.  and stop on a dime.  
Over and over again.Over and over again.

Wide rear tires. Your Wide rear tires. Your 
overall ride is smoother overall ride is smoother 
and much more and much more 
comfortable. Much, comfortable. Much, 
much more comfortable.much more comfortable.

Parking brake.Parking brake.
Easy to set. Easy to set. 
Easy to release.Easy to release.

Control console. Control console. 
Ergonomic design Ergonomic design 
and color-coded for and color-coded for 
easy identification.easy identification.

Cupholders. Cupholders. 
Perfect to keep a beverage Perfect to keep a beverage 
close at hand.close at hand.

V-Twin Engine. 20 HP* (14.9 kW) to 25 HP* V-Twin Engine. 20 HP* (14.9 kW) to 25 HP* 
(18.6 kW). For power, reliability, and speed.(18.6 kW). For power, reliability, and speed.

*The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and torque will be less. 
Refer to the engine manufacturer’s website for additional information.**Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR 
NEW JOHN DEERE TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TUWarranty for details.

Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty****.  
A warranty with nothing to hide.

RESIDENTIAL ZERO TURN ZTRAK™ MOWERS

MulchControl™ Option.  
A John Deere exclusive, A John Deere exclusive, 
mulches when you want mulches when you want 
with a flip of a lever.with a flip of a lever.



Start with a superior cut. Sit down in comfort. Get  a smooth ride and a 8.5-mph (13.5 km/h)  

or 9-mph (14.5 km/h) ground speed. And get one of the quickest, most comfortable, and 

efficient residential zero-turn mowers you’ll find today. Leaving you with no doubt: It’s not 

how fast you mow. It’s how well you mow fast.™

This is how cut quality and speed come full circle.

RESIDENTIAL Z500 SERIES  

ZERO TURN ZTRAKZERO TURN ZTRAKªª MOWERS MOWERS
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Z500 R SERIES AT A GLANCE

The look. The contoured panels and spoked 
wheels offer a sleek design. The ergonomically 
designed controls are all within easy reach. 

Speed. 9 mph (14.5 km/h) 
top forward ground speed.top forward ground speed.

MulchControl™ Option. MulchControl™ Option. 
Mulch when you want Mulch when you want 
with the flip of a lever.with the flip of a lever.

Offset caster wheel. Offset caster wheel. 
Optimizes inside corner Optimizes inside corner 
trim performance and trim performance and 
also reduces striping.also reduces striping.

Optional Hitch. Hitch up a cart and Optional Hitch. Hitch up a cart and 
carry the day when it comes to garden carry the day when it comes to garden 
beds and vegetable plots.beds and vegetable plots.

Muffler. Exceptional tone Muffler. Exceptional tone 
quality from a commercial-style  quality from a commercial-style  
canister muffler with noise  canister muffler with noise  
reduction over other John Deere reduction over other John Deere 

models. Only on the Z540R.models. Only on the Z540R.

V-Twin Engine. The 24 HPV-Twin Engine. The 24 HP****

(17.9 kW)  Z540R has plenty of (17.9 kW)  Z540R has plenty of 
power. While the 25 HPpower. While the 25 HP****(18.6 kW) (18.6 kW) 
Z535R has a commercial quality Z535R has a commercial quality 
V-Twin Cyclonic engine.V-Twin Cyclonic engine.

The High-Capacity Deck.  The High-Capacity Deck.  
48-in. (122 cm), 54-in. (137 cm), 48-in. (122 cm), 54-in. (137 cm), 
and 60-in. (152.4 cm). Smooth and 60-in. (152.4 cm). Smooth 
underside processes grass at underside processes grass at 
high levels. Deck depth and high levels. Deck depth and 
great airflow lifts grass for great airflow lifts grass for 
exceptional dispersal and exceptional dispersal and 
a superior cut.a superior cut.

Fuel Tank. The large 4.5 gallon (17 l) 
fuel tank is easy to access and offers fuel tank is easy to access and offers 
a large opening for easier, mess-free a large opening for easier, mess-free 
filling.  filling.  

Spoked Wheels. Offer a sleek design. Spoked Wheels. Offer a sleek design. 

Foot Deck Lift. Raise and lower your Foot Deck Lift. Raise and lower your 
mower deck with the push of a pedal.mower deck with the push of a pedal.

The 21-in. (53 cm) high-back seat. The 21-in. (53 cm) high-back seat. 
Adjusts to your height with flip-up Adjusts to your height with flip-up 
armrests. Large base and cross-armrests. Large base and cross-
section provides a more comfortable section provides a more comfortable 
platform. Dymetrolplatform. Dymetrol±± suspension  suspension 
offers a "cushier" base.offers a "cushier" base.

± Dymetrol is a third-party trademark used with permission. *Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW JOHN DEERE TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT 
at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TU Warranty for details. **The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating 
horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to the engine manufacturer's website for additional information.

4-YEAR/500-HOUR

 WARRANTY
*

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER 
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¼ in. height of cut adjustment. 
Easily adjust from 1-4 inches Easily adjust from 1-4 inches 
(2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm) (2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm) 
increments for a precision cut.increments for a precision cut.

Fuel Tank. The large 4.5 
gallon (17 l) fuel tank is gallon (17 l) fuel tank is 
easy to access and offers easy to access and offers 
a large opening for easier, a large opening for easier, 
mess-free filling.mess-free filling.

The 18-in. (45.7 cm) seat. The 18-in. (45.7 cm) seat. 

With flip-up armrests. With flip-up armrests. 
Height adjustable. Features Height adjustable. Features 
suspension support for suspension support for 
extra comfort.extra comfort.

The look. The contoured panels are 
sleek. The ergonomically designed, 
controls are all within easy reach.

Deck Lift. Raise and lower 
the deck quickly and easily. the deck quickly and easily. 
Foot lift available on the Foot lift available on the 
Z535M with 62-in. (157 cm) Z535M with 62-in. (157 cm) 
Edge Cutting System.Edge Cutting System.

Brake. Set or release your Brake. Set or release your 
brake with the lift of a lever. brake with the lift of a lever. 
Easier than ever. Easier than ever. 

MulchControl™ kit option for  MulchControl™ kit option for  
Accel Deep™ Mower Deck. Mulch Accel Deep™ Mower Deck. Mulch 

the easy way with the flip of a lever.  the easy way with the flip of a lever.  

V-Twin Engine. The 24 HPV-Twin Engine. The 24 HP**** (17.9 kW)   (17.9 kW)  
Z540M has plenty of power, while the 25 HPZ540M has plenty of power, while the 25 HP****

(18.6 kW) Z535M has a commercial quality (18.6 kW) Z535M has a commercial quality 
V-Twin Cyclonic engine.V-Twin Cyclonic engine.

Edge Cutting System. 62-in. Edge Cutting System. 62-in. 
(157 cm). Smooth underside (157 cm). Smooth underside 
prevents grass buildup and prevents grass buildup and 
clumping. Now available on  clumping. Now available on  

the Z535M and Z540M. the Z535M and Z540M. 

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck. 48-in.  Accel Deep™ Mower Deck. 48-in.  
(122 cm) and 54-in. (137 cm). The  (122 cm) and 54-in. (137 cm). The  
deep draw and flat top design  deep draw and flat top design  
create a better quality of cut at  create a better quality of cut at  
faster ground speeds. faster ground speeds. 

4-YEAR/300-HOUR4-YEAR/300-HOUR

 WARRANTY WARRANTY
*

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER 

*Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW JOHN DEERE
TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TU Warranty for details. **The engine horsepower and
torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and
torque will be less. Refer to the engine manufacturer's website for additional information.

Speed. 8.5 mph (13.7 km/h)  forward 
ground speed.ground speed.

Offset caster wheel. Offset caster wheel. 

Optimizes inside corner Optimizes inside corner 
trim performance and trim performance and 
also reduces striping.also reduces striping.
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Z500 M SERIES AT A GLANCE

Z535M | Z540M



The look. The contoured panels are 
sleek. The ergonomically designed 
controls are all within easy reach.

Speed. 8.5 mph (13.7 km/h)  
ground speed. ground speed. 

On-the-go tracking adjustment.  On-the-go tracking adjustment.  
Mow straight the easy way. The way Mow straight the easy way. The way 
it ought to be.it ought to be.

¼ in height of cut adjustment.  ¼ in height of cut adjustment.  
Easily adjust from 1-4 inches  Easily adjust from 1-4 inches  
(2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm)  (2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm)  
increments for a precision cut.increments for a precision cut.

Fuel Tank. The large 4.5 gallon (17 l) fuel Fuel Tank. The large 4.5 gallon (17 l) fuel 
tank is easy to access and offers a large tank is easy to access and offers a large 
opening for easier, mess-free filling.opening for easier, mess-free filling.

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  
48-in. (122 cm) and 54-in.  48-in. (122 cm) and 54-in.  

(137 cm). The deep draw  (137 cm). The deep draw  
and flat top design create  and flat top design create  
a better quality of cut  a better quality of cut  
at faster ground speeds.at faster ground speeds.

MulchControl™ Option.  MulchControl™ Option.  
Mulch when you want with  Mulch when you want with  
the flip of a lever.  the flip of a lever.  

Offset caster wheel. Optimizes inside Offset caster wheel. Optimizes inside 
corner trim performance and also  corner trim performance and also  
reduces striping.reduces striping.

Wide rear tires. Overall ride Wide rear tires. Overall ride 

is smooth and much more is smooth and much more 

comfortable.comfortable.

Mower Deck Lift.  Lower or Mower Deck Lift.  Lower or 
lift your deck with ease. lift your deck with ease. 

Brake.  Set or release your brake with Brake.  Set or release your brake with 
the lift of a lever. Easier than ever.the lift of a lever. Easier than ever.

*Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW  
JOHN DEERE TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TU Warranty for details. 

Z500 E SERIES AT A GLANCE
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2-YEAR/120-HOUR

 WARRANTY WARRANTY
*

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER 

Z525E

15-in. (38.1 cm) seat. With 
adjustable armrests for 
comfort.



First, there are five new models for you to think about. Then there’s our durable, thick frame and tough, maintenance-free dual transmission, and 

our skillfully engineered steering design. Count on them. 

There are comfortable seats, storage for easy access to your gear, and smooth riding rear drive tires. Nice. 

Add the 1- to 4-inch (2.5-10.2 cm) height-of-cut adjustment in 1/4-in. (6.3 mm) increments for a consistently superior cut with our Accel Deep™ Mower 

Deck and our 7 mph (11.3 km/h) forward ground speed, and you can really see why It’s not how fast you mow, it’s how well you mow fast™ is at  

home in your backyard.
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RESIDENTIAL Z300 SERIES  

ZERO TURN ZTRAKZERO TURN ZTRAK™™ MOWERS MOWERS

This is how to mow well for a small price.



Z300 R AT A GLANCE

V-Twin Engine. 22 HP** (16.4 kW) for  
plenty of power, quick starts, reliability,  plenty of power, quick starts, reliability,  
and speed in the Z345R and Z355R. A 25 HP**  and speed in the Z345R and Z355R. A 25 HP**  
(18.6 kW) ELS engine is in the Z375R.(18.6 kW) ELS engine is in the Z375R.

Control Panel. The ergonomically designed Control Panel. The ergonomically designed 
controls are color-coded. controls are color-coded. 

Floor mats, standard.
Protect against muddy boots 
with a mind of their own.

17-in. (43.2 cm) seat.  
Adjusts tool-free with Adjusts tool-free with 
armrests for comfort.armrests for comfort.

Ready Start™ engine.Ready Start™ engine.
Choke-free and easy  Choke-free and easy  
to start.to start.

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  
42-in. (102 cm), 48-in. (122 cm),  42-in. (102 cm), 48-in. (122 cm),  
and 54-in. (137 cm). The deep  and 54-in. (137 cm). The deep  
draw and flat top design  draw and flat top design  
create a better quality of cut  create a better quality of cut  
at faster ground speeds.at faster ground speeds.

MulchControl™ Option. MulchControl™ Option. 
Mulch when you want Mulch when you want 
with the flip of a lever.  with the flip of a lever.  

Offset caster wheel. Optimizes Offset caster wheel. Optimizes 
inside corner trim performance inside corner trim performance 
and also reduces striping. Not and also reduces striping. Not 

available on the Z345.available on the Z345.

Large front and rear tires. Large front and rear tires. 
Overall ride is smooth and Overall ride is smooth and 
much more comfortable.much more comfortable.

Foot Pedal Mower  Foot Pedal Mower  
Deck Lift. Lower or lift Deck Lift. Lower or lift 
your deck with ease. your deck with ease. 

2-YEAR/120-HOUR

 WARRANTY
*

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER 

*Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first,  
and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW  
JOHN DEERE TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/
Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TU Warranty for details. **The 
engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the 
engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only.  
Actual operating horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to  
the engine manufacturer's website for additional information.
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25 HP** Extended Life  
Series engine. (Z375R) Series engine. (Z375R) 
and 22 HP Intek engine and 22 HP Intek engine 
(Z355R and Z345R).(Z355R and Z345R).

Premium dual control 
levers. The new,  levers. The new,  
curved levers belong  curved levers belong  
in your hands.in your hands.

Z345R | Z355R | Z375R

Speed. 7 mph (11.3 km/h)
ground speed.

Tough, dual integrated  
transmissions. Go from zero  
to top speed quickly and stop 
on a dime. Over and over again.

Low fuel level warning 
light. Alerts you when 
it’s time to fill up.

The look. The strong sturdy  
construction and ergonomic 
design make the Z300 R Series 
feel easy and approachable.

On-the-go tracking 
adjustment. Mow 
straight the easy 
way. The way it 
ought to be.



Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  
42-in. (102 cm) and 48-in.  
(122 cm). The deep draw  
and flat top design create  
a better quality of cut at  
faster ground speeds.

MulchControl™ Option.   
Mulch when you want with 
the flip of a lever.

Ready Start™ engine.
Choke-free and easy  Choke-free and easy  
to start.to start.

18-in. (45.7 cm) seat.18-in. (45.7 cm) seat.
Adjusts tool-free with Adjusts tool-free with 
armrests for comfort.armrests for comfort.

Throttle. Slows you down and Throttle. Slows you down and 
speeds you up. speeds you up. 

PTO. Engage and disengage easily. PTO. Engage and disengage easily. 

Ignition Key. Car-like and easy. Ignition Key. Car-like and easy. 

The control panel. Ergonomic design The control panel. Ergonomic design 
and color-coded for easy identification. and color-coded for easy identification. 

Accel Deep™ Mower Deck.  
42-in. (107 cm.) and 48-in. (122 cm).  42-in. (107 cm.) and 48-in. (122 cm).  

The deep draw and flat top  The deep draw and flat top  
design create a better quality of  design create a better quality of  
cut at faster ground speeds. cut at faster ground speeds. 

MulchControl™ Option. 42-in. (107 cm.) MulchControl™ Option. 42-in. (107 cm.) 

and 48-in. (122 cm). Mulch when you and 48-in. (122 cm). Mulch when you 
want with the flip of a lever. want with the flip of a lever. 

Mower decks. Solid stamped out of Mower decks. Solid stamped out of 
steel to meticulous design specifica-steel to meticulous design specifica-
tions for a superior cut. tions for a superior cut. 

22 HP** (16.4 kW, 724cc)  22 HP** (16.4 kW, 724cc)  
Intek engine. With power  Intek engine. With power  
to spare.to spare.

Z300 M SERIES AT A GLANCE

**The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the 
engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual 
operating horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to the engine 
manufacturer's website for additional information.
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Z335M | Z345M

Speed. 7 mph (11.3 km/h)
ground speed.

Steer with precision.  
Adjustable motion control 
levers and two integrated  
transmissions.

Tough, dual integrated transmissions. 
Go from zero to top speed quickly and 
stop on a dime. Over and over again.

Low fuel level warning  
light. Alerts you when  
it’s time to fill up.

The look. The strong sturdy 
construction and ergonomic 
design make the Z300 M Series 
feel easy and approachable.

On-the-go tracking  
adjustment. Mow  
straight the easy way.  
The way it ought to be.



Z300 E SERIES AT A GLANCE
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The look. The strong sturdy construction  
and ergonomic design make the Z300 E Series 
feel easy and approachable.  

Speed. 7 mph (11.3 km/h) 
ground speed. ground speed. 

On-the-go tracking adjustment.  On-the-go tracking adjustment.  
Mow straight the easy way. The way  Mow straight the easy way. The way  
it ought to be.it ought to be.

Low fuel level warning light.   Low fuel level warning light.   
Alerts you when it’s time to fill up. Alerts you when it’s time to fill up. 

Armrests. With 15-in.  Armrests. With 15-in.  
(38.1 cm) seat. Because (38.1 cm) seat. Because 
they’re comfortable.  they’re comfortable.  
Standard on the Z355E.Standard on the Z355E.

Tough, dual integrated transmissions.  Tough, dual integrated transmissions.  
Go from zero to top speed quickly and Go from zero to top speed quickly and 
stop on a dime. Over and over again.  stop on a dime. Over and over again.  

¼ in height of cut adjustment.  ¼ in height of cut adjustment.  
Easily adjust from 1-4 inches  Easily adjust from 1-4 inches  
(2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm)  (2.5-10.2 cm) in ¼-in. (.63 cm)  
increments for a precision cut.increments for a precision cut.

Steer with precision. Adjustable  Steer with precision. Adjustable  
motion control levers and two  motion control levers and two  
integrated transmissions.integrated transmissions.

V-Twin Engine. 20 HPV-Twin Engine. 20 HP**** (14.9 kW) in  (14.9 kW) in 
the Z335E and 22 HPthe Z335E and 22 HP**** (16.4 kW) in the  (16.4 kW) in the 
Z355E. For power, reliability and speed.Z355E. For power, reliability and speed.

Wide rear tires. Wide rear tires. 
Overall ride is Overall ride is 
smooth and much smooth and much 
more comfortable.more comfortable.

2-YEAR/120-HOUR

 WARRANTY
*

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER 

Z335E | Z355E

*Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and  
varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW JOHN DEERE  
TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.
JohnDeere.ca/TU Warranty for details.



**Term limited to years or hours used, whichever comes first, and varies by model. See the LIMITED WARRANTY FOR NEW 
JOHN DEERE TURF AND UTILITY EQUIPMENT at JohnDeere.com/Warranty or www.JohnDeere.ca/TUWarranty for details.

Z335E/Z355E Z335M Z345M Z345R Z355R 

Engine Horsepower* 20 hp* (14.9 kW)/22 hp* (16.4 kW) 20 hp* (14.9 kW) 22 hp* (16.4 kW) 22 hp* (16.4 kW) 22 hp* (16.4 kW)

Model No. M40 Intek/M44 Intek M40 Intek M44 Intek M44 Intek M44 Intek

Displacement 40 cu in. (656 cc)/44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 40 cu in. (656 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc)

Cylinders V-twin V-twin V-twin V-twin V-twin

Replaceable Oil Filter Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cooling Method Air Air Air Air Air

Fuel System Fuel Type Gas Gas Gas Gas Gas

Fuel Tank Capacity 2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L) 2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L) 2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L) 2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L) 2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L)

Fuel Fill Diameter 2 in. (5.1 cm) 2 in. (5.1 cm) 2 in. (5.1 cm) 2 in. (5.1 cm) 2 in. (5.1 cm)

Fuel Indication Low Fuel Indicator Low Fuel Indicator Low Fuel Indicator Low Fuel Indicator Low Fuel Indicator

Electrical System Battery Voltage 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt

Cold Cranking Amps 300 300 300 300 300

Hourmeter Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Drive Train Dual Hydros
Hydro-Gear EZT 
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Hydro-Gear EZT  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Hydro-Gear EZT  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Hydro-Gear EZT  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Hydro-Gear EZT  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Forward Speed, mph (km/h) 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) 0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h)

Reverse Speed, mph (km/h) 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) 0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h)

Speed and Direction Control Twin levers Twin levers Twin levers Twin premium levers Twin premium levers

Control Adjustment 2-height/18 positions 2-height/18 positions 2-height/18 positions 2-height/18 positions 2-height/18 positions

Tires Front Caster Tires 11x4.0-5/13x5.0-6 11x4.0-5 11x4.0-5 11x4.0-5 13x5.0-6

Drive Tires 18x8.50-8/20x9.0-10 18x8.50-8 18x8.50-8 18x8.50-8 20x9.0-10

Rubber Floor Mat Optional Optional Optional Standard Standard

Seat Seat Back Height 15 in. (38.1 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back

Armrests No/Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fore-aft Adjustment 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 

Lift System Type Hand lever, optional foot lift Hand lever, optional foot lift Hand lever, optional foot lift Foot lift and hand lever standard Foot lift and hand lever standard

PTO Type Electric, 105 lb-ft Electric, 105 lb-ft Electric, 105 lb-ft Electric, 105 lb-ft Electric, 105 lb-ft

Drive Belt Belt Belt Belt Belt

Mower Deck Width of Cut 42 in. (107 cm)/48 in.(122 cm) 42 in. (107 cm) 42 in. (107 cm) 42 in. (107 cm) 48 in. (122 cm)

Type Side Discharge Side Discharge Side Discharge Side Discharge Side Discharge

Mower Deck Material
12 gauge, 0.105 in. (2.7 mm)/
10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm)

12 gauge, 0.105 in. (2.7 mm) 12 gauge, 0.105 in. (2.7 mm) 12 gauge, 0.105 in. (2.7 mm) 10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm)

Dimensions Wheelbase, in. (cm) 47.5 in. (121 cm) 47.5 in. (121 cm) 47.5 in. (121 cm) 47.5 in. (121 cm) 47.5 in. (121 cm)

Overall Length, in. (cm) 72.2 in. (183.5 cm) 72.2 in. (183.5 cm) 72.2 in. (183.5 cm) 72.2 in. (183.5 cm) 72.2 in. (183.5 cm)

Height, in. (cm) 36.3 in. (92.2 cm) 40.1 in. (101.9 cm) 40.1 in. (101.9 cm) 40.1 in. (101.9 cm) 40.1 in. (101.9 cm)

Weight (with fuel), lb (kg) 419 lb (190 kg)/555 lb (252 kg) 419 lb (190 kg) 419 lb (190 kg) 423 lb (192 kg) 449 lb (204 kg)

Limited Warranty** 2-year/120-hour 2-year/120-hour 2-year/120-hour 2-year/120-hour 2-year/120-hour

Specifications

ZTrak™  Series
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*Per SAE J1940 as rated by engine manufacturer. The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine  
manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to the engine  
manufacturer’s website for additional information.



Z375R Z525E Z535M Z540M Z535R Z540R

25 hp* (18.6 kW) 22 hp* (16.4 kW) 25 hp* (18.6 kW) 24 hp* (17.9 kW) 25 hp* (18.6 kW) 24 hp* (17.9 kW)

M44 ELS M44 ELS M44 Cyclonic FS730V M44 Cyclonic FS730V

44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.3 cu in. (726 cc) 44.2 cu in. (724 cc) 44.3 cu in. (726 cc)

V-twin V-twin V-twin V-twin V-twin V-twin

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Air Air Air Air Air Air

Gas Gas Gas Gas Gas Gas

2.1 U.S. gal. (8 L) 4.5 U.S. gal. (17 L) 4.5 U.S. gal. (17 L) 4.5 U.S. gal. (17 L) 4.5 U.S. gal. (17 L) 4.5 U.S. gal. (17 L)

2 in. (5.1 cm) 3 in. (17.03 cm) 3 in. (7.6 cm) 3 in. (7.6 cm) 3 in. (7.6 cm) 3 in. (7.6 cm)

Low Fuel Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

12 volt 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt 12 volt

300 300 300 300 300 300

Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Hydro-Gear EZT  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Tuff Torq TZT7-D 
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Tuff Torq TZT7-D 
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Tuff Torq TZT7-D 
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Tuff Torq TZT7-M  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

Tuff Torq TZT7-M  
w/1-in. (2.5 cm) axles

0-7 mph (0-11.3 km/h) 0-8.5 mph (0-13.7 km/h) 0-8.5 mph (0-13.7 km/h) 0-8.5 mph (0-13.7 km/h) 0-9 mph (0-14.5 km/h) 0-9 mph (0-14.5 km/h)

0-3.5 mph (0-5.6 km/h) 0-4 mph (0-6.4 km/h)  0-4 mph (0-6.4 km/h) 0-4 mph (0-6.4 km/h) 0-4.5 mph (0-7.2 km/h) 0-4.5 mph (0-7.2 km/h)  

Twin premium levers Twin levers Twin levers Twin levers Twin premium levers Twin premium levers

2-height/18 positions 3-height/18 positions 3-height/18 positions 3-height/18 positions 3-height/18 positions 3-height/18 positions

13x5.0-6 13x5.0-6 13x5.0-6 13x5.0-6 13x6.5-6 13x6.5-6

20x9.0-10 22x9.50-10 22x9.50-10 22x9.50-10 23x10.50-12 23x10.50-12

Standard Optional Optional Optional Standard Standard

18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 15 in. (38.1 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 18 in. (45.7 cm) medium-back 20 in. (50.8 cm) high-back 20 in. (50.8 cm) high-back

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2.5 in. (6.35 cm) 3 in. (7.6 cm) while seated 3 in. (7.6 cm) while seated 3 in. (7.6 cm) while seated 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) while seated 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) while seated

Foot lift and hand lever standard Hand lever, optional foot lift Hand lever, optional foot lift Hand lever, optional foot lift Foot lift and hand lever standard Foot lift and hand lever standard

Electric, 105 lb-ft Electric, 125 lb-ft Electric, 125 lb-ft Electric, 125 lb-ft Electric, 125 lb-ft Electric, 125 lb-ft

Belt Belt Belt Belt Belt Belt

54 in. (137 cm) 48 in. (122 cm)/54 in. (137 cm)
48 in. (122 cm)/54 in. (137 cm)/
62 in. (157 cm)

48 in. (122 cm)/54 in. (137 cm)/ 
62 in. (157 cm)

54 in. (137 cm)
48 in. (122 cm)/54 in. (137 cm)/
62 in. (152 cm)

Side Discharge Side discharge Side discharge Side discharge High capacity side discharge High capacity side discharge

10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm) 10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm) 10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm) 10 gauge, 0.135 in. (3.4 mm) 9 gauge, 0.150 in. (3.8 mm) 9 gauge, 0.150 in. (3.8 mm)

47.5 in. (121 cm) 48.7 in. (123.7 cm) 48.7 in. (123.7 cm) 48.7 in. (123.7 cm) 48.7 in. (123.7 cm) 48.7 in. (123.7 cm)

72.2 in. (183.5 cm) 76.7 in. (194.8 cm) 76.7 in. (194.8 cm) 76.7 in. (194.8 cm) 76.7 in. (194.8 cm) 76.7 in. (194.8 cm)

40.1 in. (101.9 cm) 39.4 in. (100.1 cm) 42 in. (106.7 cm) 42 in. (106.7 cm) 46.1 in. (117.1 cm) 46.1 in. (117.1 cm)

452 lb (205 kg) 615 lb (279 kg)/631 lb (287 kg)
631 lb (287 kg)/631 lb (287 kg)/
687 lb (312 kg)

638 lb (289 kg)/654 lb (297 kg)/ 
687 lb (312 kg)

710 lb (322 kg)
697 lb (316 kg)/717 lb (325 kg)/
738 lb (335 kg)

2-year/120-hour 2-year/120-hour 4-year/300-hour 4-year/300-hour 4-year/500-hour 4-year/500-hour
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